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OUTLOOK FOR FUTURE LEISURE RESEARCH
BY
DR. BRIAN S. DUFFIELD, DIRECTOR
TOURISM AND RECREATION RESEARCH UNIT
CHISHOLM HOUSE
DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY
UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH
EDINBURGH EH1 1NR
SCOTLAND
Over the Past Year the Tourism and Recreation Research Unit has
maintained its Position as one of the maJor international centers of
research in the field of leisure studies.
This Prosress has had to take
place in a broader environment that is senerallY not conducive to
research in the field.
It is impossible to isnore the effects that the economic recession
in seneral and the cutbacks in public sPendinS in Particular have had on
the research environment. These effects have been Particularl� severe
for those insititutions·'which, like the Unit, depend to a larse desree on
short-term contracts funded by central sovernment, its asencies and local
authorities.
It would be wrons, however, to emphasize too stronSlY the
adverse aspects of the current economic climate; there are OPPortunities
For example,
and challenses to which the Unit has been keen to respond.
faced with the severity of economic chanse and the accomPan�inS social
readJustment, sovernment has had to acknowledse the sisnificance of the
social chanses takins Place in British society. Many of these chanses
now anticiPate the emersence of a Post-industrial society where there
will be aualitative differences in the relationships which now exist
between work and leisure.
It is already possible to detect chanses in
Patterns of work, and research is underway to examine the sisnificance of
these
for
leisure
PlanninS and Provision.
Similar!�, force of
circumstances has made it necessarw
to
examine
critical!�
the
relationship of leisure to other social issues.
Thus the social Problems
accomPanwinS mass unemPlowment, Particularlw amens the �ouns, and the
social dislocation which has erupted in inner city areas have made Plain
the need for research into social and environmental Policies of which
leisure could be a sisnificant Part.
Economic Pressures have also senerated a need for research into the
use, allocation and conservation of resources, reflecting a srowins
concern for the wise use of scarce resources and a desire to evaluate the
cost-effectiveness of investment and Provision.
Similarly, the role of
leisure, Particularly tourism, as an economic activits remains high on
the research asenda in terms both of its Potential for Job creation and
its contribution to regional develoPment.
This Unit faces the future with apprehensive optimism.
Government
is increasinSlY recosnizinS the importance that leisure has in People's
lives and the Sreater Prominence that it is likel� to receive in Public
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POlic� as leisure time exPands through longer hol1da�s, shorter wor�ing
Even the Problems of
weeks, sabbatical leave and early retirement.
society, such as structural unemPloYment and the disadvantages of both
are forcing increasing recognition of the
rural and urban areas,
contribution that ProPer Provision for leisure can make to th� aualit� of
More imPortantlY, a commitment to communitY-related research not
life.
least in a local context, a brief in the relevance and effectiveness of
interaction between theoretical end aPPlied research--all underpin the
potential for the research to Play an ever increasing rola in our
society.

COMMENTS
Administrator 1 s decisions are often influenced by
Interactions with
contacts with a vocal minority.
slanted
a
brings
individuals
these tYPes of
a
with
individual
informed
An
perspective.
persuasive argument can have a dramatic impact uPon a
leader 1 s decision.
An effective administrator should
balance his decision factual baseline data.

People are asking for more Personal choices and
diversity in their lives, esPeciallY those that
involve self-expression.
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